
Some people get into debt by buying things they don’t need and can’t afford. 
What are the reasons for this behavior? What action can be taken to prevent 
people from having this problem?

In contemporary societies, people’ attitude is tide turningchanging  (change, 
right?) toward consumerism. This tendency to buying commodities, regardless of 
how necessary they are whereas it is commonly includes objects that are more 
than need, could bring about a huge debt. The following essay will discuss them 
and render the approaches that might leads to addressing the problem.

In the first place, there are vast numbers of reasons which are lurking behind this 
behavior. The First and most important factor is interfering in this phenomenon is 
psychological dependency. In the industrial communities there is unbreakable 
addictionve to aimless shopping, which not only are not required, but also has 
merely boasting aspect as well. it is estimated that social networks such as 
Instagram and Fface book play a part significant role in this emergence. Although 
fresh marketing will be give rise to economicy prosperity, if the society is engaged 
with a consumer-oriented culture, it would be step away them from an active and 
flourishing one. 

Some those who keep abreast of fashion (luxuries) gadgets, but cannot afford 
them whereas they are not rich enough for buying it, they take hard attempts to 
for borrow or loan money, so that they will bogged down (grapple with) by 
gigantic payment. 

To tackleing the problem, the state should propel the advertisements toward 
productivity, with the aim of persuading citizens to much more progress (or move 
forward, right?), which would convert a level off society into a thriving 
(flourishing) one. On the top of that, for someone purchasing product is 
considered as an entertainment. Meanwhile, the authorities through developing 
amusing and recreational spots could push residents to utilizeing these apt 
facilities.



All in all, it should be noticed that raising people's awareness regarding harmful 
ramifications of a consumer-based society could bring about more accompany 
ofcooperation them which with ends up with the right approach. 


